
Spelling checkers, translators & homework helpers.

Scientific
calc with
2 -line display
for formula
and results

Casio FX-270W PLUS. Ideal first scientific
calculator far a student. Formulas appear
just as they would when written, including special
math symbols; it's easier for the student to
understand the math and science concepts. Color -
coded keyboard assists in learning the fundamentals
of scientific ca'culator operation. Powerful functions
for general math, geometry, algebra I and II, trig,
statistics and science. 65-1051 14.99

HEWLETT
PACKARD

Hewlett Packard RPN graphic calc
HP 48G+. Now the power of 3-D graphing, charts and
lists are features in an RPN graphic calculator. You both
view and enter equations just the way they appear in
textbooks. Use the pre -created forms to enter data,
minimizing keystrokes. Built-in library of 300 standard
scientific and engineering equations displayed symbolically.

RSU 12162681 99.99

Texas Instruments graphing calc
11-86. Graphs polar, functions, parametric, and differential
equations in 7 different styles. Slope and direction fields for
exploring differential equations. Easy keyboard entry for
tracing or evaluating derivatives, definite integrals. Lists up
to 6000 long, and 80x80 matrices. 96K user-avgable
memory. 980-0920 129.99

Texas Instruments TI -82. (Not shown.) Graphing
calculator with pull -down menus. Interactive graphing tools
for function roots, max, min, and integrals. Unit -to -unit link
cable. 980-0919 99.99
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Glossary of Terms
for Scientific Calculators

Dynamic Geometric Functions. Applies to
graphing calculators-the user can easily enter
new variables to redraw a graph without
having to re-enter the whole formula.

List -Based Statistics, Data items used in
certain statistical operations are presented in a
list format, so the user can view more than one
item at a time. By performing math operations
on lists, new lists can be created.

Mantissa/Exponent.
See Scientific Notation below.

Scientific Calculator,
A special type of tool designed to help scientists,
engineers, mathematicians and certain business
professionals do their work. Scientific calculators
can deal with numbers too large and too small
for other types of calculators. They usually have
built-in functions to handle complex formulas in
trigonometry and statistics, and some handle
even more advanced math. Scientifics engineered
for business have complex financial formulas.

Scientific Notation, Scientists and engineers
often have to deal with numbers that are too big
or too little to be handled by ordinary calculators.
Scientific calculators manage such situations
by splitting larger numbers into two parts.
The mantissa portion holds significant digits,
the exponent portion tells you how many
places to move the decimal. For example,
15,863,100,000,000 would be shortened to
1.58631x10" in scientific notation. 2.58632
is the mantissa, 13 the exponent.

Symbolic Manipulation. Mathematical
symbols like 7T ands appear on calculator
displays just the way they are written in
textbooks and on classroom blackboards.

Graphing calc and powerful
math -dedicated computer
TI -92 Plus. 500K flash memory accepts base -
code upgrades and third -party
applications-download future upgrade
versions from the Web! Real-time animation of

3-D surfaces and contours. Systems of equations, linear algebra, numeric differential -
equation graphing, large-data/matrix editor, symbolic differential equation solving,
interactive geometry, plus much, much more. Optional links to TI -92 and certain other

TI calculators. 980-0922 229.99

Sharp EL -9600. (Not shown.) Graphing calc with touch screen and symbolic
manipulation. Add 4 "AM" batteries.
980-0921 69.99

PC cable link for EL -9600. 980-1071 79.99

AVAILABLE ONLY THROUGH: ordering at our stores from RadioShack Unlimited®
or at 1 -800 -THE -SHACK. For shipping and pricing information see p. 441.


